
Technologies employed

The Client
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Microsoft PowerApps   
 Microsoft Dataverse   


Microsoft Power Automate   
 Microsoft Power BI  


Billion in revenues 

$20  


employees 

40,000   


SOLUTION

Acuvate’s expertise in developing Microsoft Power Platform solutions 
has been proven once again as we developed the perfect solution 
that met our customer's requirements. Our app helped employees 
book slots for working in the office as required, while complying with 
local attendance and employee rotation regulations. 


Features


Administrators


Employees 



Receptionist (Automated) 

 Able to take attendance of the employee.

 Configure the slots availabilit
 Configure seating arrangement
 Upload floor plans

 Able to book a slo

 Can fill in health declarations

 Able to cancel unrequired slot.

PowerBI Reports 


 Develop an application quickly to help employees stay aware of the lockdown regulations in their 
region, and plan their work accordingl

 Enable the management to configure employee attendance, seating, and trave

 Arrangements to ensure compliance with existing regulations

Before the solution

Challenges

Objectives

 The pandemic had a huge impact on the operations of this multinational behemoth since it 
involved different offices in various location

 Local, regional, and national lockdown guidelines made it difficult to coordinate attendance 
and employee management

 Since the lockdown and the pandemic management regulations happened so quickly, the 
solution had to be developed in record time to ensure minimal disruption of operations

 Seamless experience for faster employee adoption



Pandemic regulations and an app solution built in hours


A global leader in consumer-packed goods ensured minimal 
disruption of operations and employee well-being even during 
emergency lockdown with Acuvate's Return to workplace app


Results

Our customer was able to quickly respond to the huge pandemic 
challenge in employee management across its global operations with 

an app that helped it manage employee attendance for total 
compliance, as well as maximum operational efficiency among the 

different locations. It has directly led to


Compliance with 
pandemic regulation


Ensured employee 
health & well being


Saved time and reduced 
effort in management


Decreased 
operational costs
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